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1 "At the Airport" vocabulary (with answers) worksheet This is a basic and elementary English language exercise
introducing and exploring the language and vocabulary of airports. Students try to match the vocabulary with the
appropriate pictures.

Parts of an airport exercise For a pilot or a controller, knowing the names of the different parts of a airport is
essential for moving planes around it successfully. This exercise has been written for both pilots and
controllers, not for passengers. To see our other exercises on aviation English vocabulary, go to our aviation
English exercise menu. Describing an airport In the following conversation, Peter a professional pilot explains
to Juan a Spanish trainee pilot the names in English of the different parts of an airport. Then do the quiz at the
end to check if you are right. So, in a terminal, what is the name of the place where passengers both go to and
wait at to board a plane? These are too easy! What is the area in front of the gates where planes are parked
whether directly in front of the gates or further away called? So what are the roads which the planes can move
slowly on called? I know that the roads where planes take off and land are called runways. But what are the
roads which connect the ramp to runways called. And you are right when you say their purpose is that planes
can move between from the ramp to the different runways at an airport or vice versa. Or what is a taxiway and
what is runway? These are squares or rectangles of metal which are above the ground which have information
written on them e. In addition, there are lines and information painted on the actual taxiway, runway or ramp.
These markings also help the pilots when moving around the airport. Both signs and markings are especially
important and helpful for pilots when two taxiways or a runway and a taxiway cross or one joins another. It
must be difficult to see signs or markings! So to help pilots, there are also lights on the taxiways, runways etc
This is called a beacon. I have another question for you. And the last question. What do you call the buildings
which planes can park inside? Click on the "Check answers" button at the bottom of the quiz to check your
answers. When the answer is correct, two icons will appear next to the question. The first is an Additional
Information Icon " ". The second is a Pronunciation Icon " ".
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This worksheet includes useful phrases and words related to common situations at the airport. At the check-in desk,
security area, customs office, departure lounge, etc. The worksheet has transcription and the place for translation. Very
useful worksheet to enrich your vocabulary.

We learn a lot of English Airport vocabulary from books and illustrations, but do you feel comfortable using
your airport vocabulary in conversation? Enjoy the Travel Vocabulary: Notes from the English Listening
Practice: Getting There Catch a flight: Take a scheduled flight Public transport: UK public buses, trains, the
underground Underground lines: UK lets me ride in their car Bus line: USA Asking your friend to drive you to
the airport Rental agency: Usually a car rental agency Uber app: Arrive at your destination Self-service kiosk:
A 6-digit number you enter into the kiosk Scan my passport: Let the computer read your passport Checked
baggage: Heavy or large luggage, e. Light or small luggage, e. Searched with hands by security officials Taken
aside: Stopped and asked some questions Random: Without an pattern or routine Lax: Relaxed, not very strict
How to use it: Reserve or schedule a taxi, car, bus, etc. Come and pick me up Meeting point: A designated
area to meet friends, hosts, colleagues or drivers Called an Uber: Call and reserve a taxi using Uber Data plan:
Mobile data Tourist sim: A mobile sim card designed for short visits How to use it: About 40 more minutes
â€¦. Okay all cleared through customs. Meet me at carousel 4? Airports can be a little hectic, but the
excitement of travel is the best! Let us know in the comments!
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Airport vocabulary worksheets Teach Children to Read with Phonics, Worksheets, Games, Videos, Books These are
among the best phonics worksheets, games, videos and flash cards you will find online.

4: Airport and Travel English Lesson for Kids | FredisaLearns
Vocabulary worksheets > The transports > Airport vocabulary > AT THE AIRPORT - VOCABULARY EXERCISES AT
THE AIRPORT - VOCABULARY EXERCISES HERE IS A WORKSHEET TO SUMMARISE THE VOCABULARY
CONNECTED WITH THE AIRPORT.

5: Learn 50+ English words and expressions: English Airport Vocabulary
On Airport Vocabulary. Displaying top 8 worksheets found for - On Airport Vocabulary. Some of the worksheets for this
concept are Look at each picture and write the country under the, At the airport, C at a hotel aim, Lesson 1 at the airport,
Vocabulary air travel, Students workbook, Unit 9 travel, Qxd pm 4 airport.

6: 9 FREE ESL airport vocabulary worksheets
Welcome to the airport, or l'aÃ©roport if you're traveling to a French-speaking country. Challenge your kid to identify the
different things you encounter when in an airport with this French vocabulary worksheet.

7: English Vocabulary at the Airport
at the airport By juliebois a 7-page ws on the Airport topic. many different tasks to build up vocabulary and be able to
understand how an airport works and the vari.
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At the airport worksheet includes a lot of useful phrases connected with the topic as well as three exercises to practice
the phrases and the vocabulary. Students are to match the halves of the phrases to make meaningful sentences, they
also have to rearrange the dialogue.

9: At the Airport - useful phrases
25 Essential Airport English Vocabulary Words To see practical English vocabulary like the words in the list below being
used in real situations, try learning English with FluentU. FluentU takes real-world videosâ€”like movie trailers, news and
moreâ€”and turns them into personalized language lessons.
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